**FEATURED ART ON DISPLAY**

**DOUBTING THOMAS – 856 Jefferson**  
The Temple of Lost Love—multiple artists  
The theme for the show is lost love. We have all lost people we love whether it be due to geography, breakups, off-timing or even death. With this exhibition we attempt to use art and self-expression as a way to let go of, make peace with and honor our lost loves. The inspiration for the show is The Temple of Lost Love, which was a real place in Cleveland. It was under Eagle Avenue Bridge. It was a public canvas for artists to find peace, to commiserate, to heal but most importantly, it was a place to honor lost love.

**LOOP – 2180 W. 11th**  
“This is Black Art” featuring Jef Janis, Aja Ji and James Quarles; music by DJ Hyperius Blake.

**TREMONT PUBLIC WORKS – 2661 W. 14th**  
Art from Scott Pickering, Luke Nerone, Tim Herron and Nikki Mokrzycki  
Pickering creates bright, vibrant, figurative abstract expressionist romps into lunacy; Herron is a plein air painter and has drawn or painted hundreds of portraits as one of the founders of the Pretentious Cleveland Portrait Artists. Mokrzycki is a painter and illustrator. Close up magic by Luke Nerone at 7 p.m. and comedy at 8:30 with multiple performers.

**TREEHOUSE – 820 College Ave.**  
Laura D‘Alessandro—Chrysalis  
My new photo constructions explore these themes—physical impermanence verse interconnectedness to all; the magic and mystery of dreams; as well as the synchronistic details within our lives as we evolve and change constantly.

**FAT CATS – 2061 W. 10th**  
Tina Pennington—multi-media pieces  
Pennington is a multi-talented contemporary artist specializing in vibrant florals and dynamically sculptured multi-media pieces. She has created commissioned works for public sector and private clients.

**PAUL DUDA GALLERY – 2342 Professor Ave.**  
Paul Duda—photography  
New aerial and iconic Cleveland photography by Paul Duda. Check out the newly expanded gallery.

**OTHER ART ON DISPLAY**

- **CLIMB CLEVELAND – Art from Oscar Hammers Mendez Barillas**
- **ROOK MODERN – Rook Modern is a gallery that curates vintage modernist designs. They buy, sell and broker Bauhaus to contemporary designs.**
- **LAVA LOUNGE – Featuring the artist known as CHOP-MARK.**
- **THE BEAUTY ROOM – “Monet’s Dream” a series of abstract spa paintings by Rob Hartshorn.**
- **FLYING MONKEY - Casey Jones masterpieces in charcoal, acrylic, and oil paint**

**OTHER HAPPENINGS**

- **Tremont Public Works – Cafe and art open 6 to 10 p.m.; Tremont Comedy Corner starts at 8:30 with comedians hosted by Jay Hunter, headliner Steve Mers with Anthony Mayo and Osama Basal. Close up magic by Luke Nerone at 7 p.m.**
- **affoGato Cat Café – 4-8 p.m. Feline the Love (ages 16+). Celebrate your love...for cats, of course! This special date night includes: 1 hour-long cat lounge reservation for 2 people; 2 pastries of your choice; 2 cafe drinks of your choice. Reservations recommended. Call 440-941-5130.**
- **Visible Voice Books – It’s a couples’ book signing! Celebrating Valentine’s Day and a mutual love for literature: Ben Vendetta is the author of the rock ‘n’ role-themed novels Wivenhoe Park (2013), Heartworm (2015) and Sunset Trip (2018), a trilogy that follows the exploits of a music journalist; Arabella Proffer is a painter and author whose work is in over 60 private collections. She is the author of The National Portrait Gallery of Kessa: The Art of Arabella Proffer (2011), a comical art series GURLS (2017), and the photo book, The Restrooms of Cleveland (2019). Also, stop in to enter the Splash of Romance Giveaway.**
- **Refold – launching a line of love themed jewelry from Unmarked Industries and raffling a dozen cheesecake stuffed chocolate covered Strawberries from the CLE Sweet Shoppe. Plus, an all-day spring cleaning sale!**

**LIVE MUSIC & ENTERTAINMENT**

**FLYING MONKEY PUB - Magic by Paul Gallagher 8:30-10:30**

**DOUBTING THOMAS GALLERY - Goodmorning Valentine and Ohio Civil Power will be performing live from 8-10 p.m**

**CODA – 90s night at 9 p.m., no cover**

**LOOP – DJ Hyperius Blake**

**Prosperity Social Club - Martini Five-O 8-11 p.m.**

**POST 1 - DJ Britton-Zinn**

**FOREST CITY BREWERY - 5 Dates - Feb 12 - Feb 16**

Winter Edition Join us for our bi-annual music festival featuring the area’s top local bands for 5 days of live music and entertainment in the cozy Waldorf Beer Hall. This winter, our event falls during Valentine’s Day week, with special events for you and your sweetheart all week long!
AFFOGATO CAT CAFE - 4-8pm Valentine’s Day - Feline the Love (age 16+). Celebrate your love...for cats, of course! This special date night includes: 1 hour-long cat lounge reservation for 2 people; 2 pastries of your choice; 2 cafe drinks of your choice

BOURBON STREET – You’ll fall in love with this deal... extended happy hour from 4:30-10 if you mention Walkabout; $4 Abita drafts, $4 hush puppies, gumbo & jambalya appetizers, sweet potato fries


CORNER 11 – Open until 9pm, Enjoy a fresh Poke Bowl with your choice of toppings. Lots of seafood and vegetarian options.

EDISON’S PUB - Happy Hour until 7
EDISON’S PIZZA - Grab a slice

FAHRENHEIT - Happy Hour from 5-7

FAT CAT’S - Happy Hour 4-7. Drink and food specials

FLYING MONKEY – Happy hour 3–7. $2 Coors Light Pints. Magic by Paul Gallagher

FOREST CITY BREWERY - Winter Edition food and drink specials

GRUMPY’S – Open for Dinner Fridays and Saturdays from 4pm–10pm

HOTZ’S - Visit this Tremont local favorite. Grape Freeze Shots only $2.50 and $2.00 domestic beers

LAVA LOUNGE - Extended Happy Hour from 4 to 8 pm

LITERARY TAVERN - Happy Hour 3 to 6

LUCKY’S CAFE - Lucky’s lovers’ special for the evening is a happy hearts cookie with a cinnamon latte @ $8.50

LOOP – Coffee and more coffee, snacks, and Ohio City Provisions meats and cheeses

PARALLAX - Happy Hour extended till 8pm

POST 1 - $3 Mystery Beer Grab & $3 Jameson Shots

POST 58 - Open to the general public during Walkabout.

PROSPERITY– Tiki inspired food and drink specials. Regular Happy Hour 4pm-6pm; Late Night Happy Hour 9pm-11pm

ROWLEY INN – Happy Hour 3-6pm

SOUTHSIDE – Happy hour 4:30-7:30

SOKOLOWSKI’S UNIVERSITY INN - Holiday Wine Tasting Sun Dec. 15 3pm

TONY’S SOUTHSIDE – Great food and cocktails!

TREEHOUSE – Happy hour from 4-7. Drink special: Hot spiked apple cider & $3 Coors Light drafts

TREMONT PUBLIC WORKS - (West 14th and Auburn) The cafe offers a selection of beer, wine and beverages. Small plates prepared by Ricardo Sandoval of Fat Cats and Anthony Vicente of Flying Garlic

TREMONT TAPHOUSE – Happy Hour 4:00pm - 6:00pm

TY FUN – Specials include select $3 beers, $5 glasses of wine, $5 egg rolls, $5 wontons and $5 “My TyFun”

VISIBLE VOICE BOOKS – Read and Relax with a glass of wine or beer and be inspired.

ADVENT – Fall in love all over again with our couples discount! Bring a friend or loved one, and you both receive $10 off any new piercing!

BANYAN TREE – Purse sale – 50% off. Macaron pop-up by the Cleveland Cakery from 4–9

THE BEAUTY ROOM – Buy a Gift Certificate for Valentines Day

EVIE LOU – It may feel like winter, but spring is slowly rolling in at Evie Lou! Come shop our new arrivals for spring and check out our sale room for winter markdowns too

EVERARBOR - Outdoor lifestyle company centered on a passion for the outdoors. We are focused on the design of apparel for people enthusiastic about the outdoors

ROOK MODERN – Check out the (c.1960s) Danish Rosewood Expandable Bar Cart. Rook Modern is “a gallery that curates vintage modernist designs”. John and Adam buy, sell and broker Important 20th Century Design

REFOLD – Launching a line of love themed jewelry from Unmarked Industries and raffling a dozen Cheezecake Stuffed Chocolate Covered Strawberries from the CLE Sweet Shoppe. Plus, an all day spring cleaning sale!

PAUL DUDA GALLERY - Valentines Day Gift Giving Center

VISIBLE VOICE – A unique bookstore with that lost independent feel and a relaxed, inviting environment.

WINE & DESIGN – Open till 7pm!

CUPID’S UNDIE RUN
Saturday, February 15th, 12-4pm at The South Side
https://my.cupids.org/city/cleveland

We run in our undies because those affected with NF can’t cover up their tumors to feel more comfortable, so why should we? So start a team of your friends, join a team, or run solo, just come out, have a blast, and raise some money for NF research (and earn some cool fundraising rewards too)!

CUPID’S UNDIE RUN - Valentine’s Day – a brief, mile(ish) fun run that takes place in the middle of a BIG party – all to find a cure for neurofibromatosis (NF), a genetic tumor disorder that affects 1 in every 3,000 births.

We run in our undies because those affected with NF can’t cover up their tumors to feel more comfortable, so why should we? So start a team of your friends, join a team, or run solo, just come out, have a blast, and raise some money for NF research (and earn some cool fundraising rewards too)!